BRENTACRE

Brentacre Insurance
Cambrian House
Cambrian Place
Swansea
SA1 1RH

SPECIALIST CAR INSURANCE

Email: valuations@brentacre.co.uk
Tel: 01792 650 933

MODIFIED CAR VALUATION
We at Brentacre want to make sure that every car is insured correctly. To ensure this, we
believe it is important that you obtain an up-to-date valuation for your car. This will not
only give you peace of mind in the event of a claim, but will make sure you are not overpaying on your premium.
We know that obtaining valuations can be a bit of a hassle and time consuming, so to help you,
and to make the process as pain free as possible, we have included instructions below to help you
on your way, and if you still need help, we are just on the other end of the phone.
All you have to do it fill in the sections yourself. You are not required to get the form verified as we
will use the information provided in this form to agree a value.
All you then need to do is send the form, images requested below with cheque payment (or call to
pay by card) for the amount of £30 to cover our admin costs.

IMAGES

Images of your vehicle are required to accurately ascertain the true value. We need at least four
colour photographs of the vehicle, showing different angles. At least one must show the registration number and preferably one each of the engine bay and interior. Remember you know your
vehicle better than we do.

ONE LAST THING

Here at Brentacre, we know as much as anyone how much cars cost to restore and how much
sentimental value they hold, however, please make sure you are realistic with your valuation. We
reserve the right to question or even decline an application if we feel the value provided is not
honest and true. If sections on this form are not completed correctly/truthfull then we shall insure
your vehicle at the current market value.
Once you have completed all relevent sections, please return the form with all applicable images
and payments to the Postal or Email address at the top of this document.

SECTION 1 - PERSONAL & VEHICLE DETAILS
Policy holder’s Name:
Policy Reference No:
Manufacturer:

Vehicle Model:

Registration Number:

Vehicle Year:

Chassis/Engine Number:

Current Mileage:

Original Purchase Price:

Purchase Date:

Cost of Modifications Since:

Completion Date:

Please attach receipts or invoices where available for purchase and work done.

BRENTACRE
SECTION 2 - VEHICLE CONDITION
To keep things as simple as possible, we have based the following section on a scale rating. All
you have to do is tick the relevant box next to each part which describes the condition it’s in.
The ratings work as follows:

P

Perfect

E

Excellent

G

Good

S
U

Standard
Usable

Perfect condition either due to restoration or preservation. Original condition
where all work has been carried out and completed to the highest quality.
Excellent condition where the vehicle is fully restored or original with slight
work required in order to reach the perfect grade.
Good condition but where the vehicle is unable to reach the perfect grade, no
major issues or faults however lacks history and/or originality
Roadworthy and is capable of obtaining an MOT certificate but could use TLC
Drivable yet in need of substantial work for it to reach Standard or Good grade

Paint Condition / Quality
Panels Condition / Alignment
Interior Condition / Trim
Seating / Upholstery
Electronics
Chrome Work
Chassis

◆

◆

◆

◆
◆
◆

◆

Engine
Gearbox
Front Suspension
Rear Suspension
Brakes
Steering
Wheels

◆
◆

◆

◆
◆
◆
◆

SECTION 3 - VEHICLE HISTORY
✔ NO
Has the vehicle ever been written off? (if yes, please detail below):
YES
Please state if you have any additional fitted extras on the vehicle or any other information that you
would like us to know. (if you need more space, please attach a separate sheet.)

VALUE TO BE AGREED: £
Valued By:
Organisation / Company:
Qualifications:
Signed:
Date:

